


























 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Training Program:
Embedding Positivity at Workplace
(Virtual Mode)
Date: January14-15, 2021
Theme of the Training:
The training program aims to provide an understanding 
regarding  how  a  positive  attitude  can  
facilitate  in  creating  and  enhancing  positivity  at  
workplace. the training will help the officers to equip 
themselves with the various constituencies of positive 
attitude  which  may  act  as  catalyst  in  
embedding positivity at workplace.

Training Program:
Enhancing Managerial Effectiveness 
(FORTHCOMING)
Date: March 8-12,2021
Theme of the Training:
The training aims to provide an insight to the 
officers regarding their strengths and areas of
potential development through practical and easy to 
apply tools which will enhance the managerial 
excellence at workplace.The training will highlight
the major ingredients that contribute toward 
embedding managerial excellence.The trainees will 
be given opportunity to practice new behavior and 
skills that they want to develop and strengthen in the
long run in encouraging and appreciative
environment.
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(FORTHCOMING)

The aim of this training program is to focus on the 
potential dangers of living a stressful life and 
discuss the methods to overcome this silent killing 
disease for the purpose of improving everyday
functioning. 

The online training program intends to provide 
insight regarding the various mechanisms and tools 
to the officers so that they respond better to
minimize their stress in life.
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Stress, Health and Life Style Management
(Virtual Mode)
(FORTHCOMING)

October 25th- 29th, 2021
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